Many 
q, is the effect of applying modus ponem to 9J, p~, where j, k < i: (5) q, is the effect of applying necessitation to p,, where j < i. 
The set of nonmonotonic consequences of Z in~is defined as the intersection of all Y-expansions for Z.
With the interpretation of modal operator L as "is known" or "is believed," T'=Cn(I u{p*LqJ:q GT}U{-Lq: yJfZ T}).
Equation (4) Summarizing our discussion, logics KD45, N, S4F, W5, and SW5, seem to be of particular interest in knowledge representation as they are closely related to important nonmonotonic formalisms: autoepistemic logic, default logic, logic programming, and truth maintenance systems. These logics and their nonmonotonic variants will be the main subject of the paper.
Characterizations of Y-expansions and Algorithms
In this section, we characterize F-expansions. In the case of many modal logics, including logics K, T, S4, and KD45, the problem was solved by Schwarz If K c$' c S5 and S cY', then
p=$7\Cn(S)}).
We denote the set of all subformulas of the formulas from 1 of the form Lã s 1~. We call formulas In what follows, the stable set generated by Crz(Z u~@ u W u {+: L tj G lff}) n_% plays a special role. We denote it by T,,~,. That Let C be a class of frames. C is said to be cluster closed, if for each F E C, one of the following two conditions holds:
(1) for each S5-frame
, the concatenation of F and G belongs to C, or (2) F has a final cluster, and for each K, the cluster substitution of K for the final cluster of F belongs to C. If S is contained itz S4F and is characterized by a cluster closed class of frames, then T is an S-expansion for I if and only if T = T1, a, for some set @ that is S-admissible for I. To obtain a range for logic N, we need to introduce one more axiom schema.
It is related to the schema K (given L q and L( p =~), instead of asserting L 4 as K does, it asserts~L~L $) and we refer to it by WK.
WK: In order to describe a range for the logic SW5, we need logic TW5 that is based on schemes T and W5 only. This notion of stratification is closely related to stratification of logic programs, as introduced in [1] , and extends the concept of stratification as introduced in [7] . The difference is that where Gelfond [7] requires that the consequent C(p) of formulas in 1 are disjunctions of atoms, we impose a weaker condition, namely that these consequent form a consistent theory. We will see that as long as we restrict ourselves to strongly stratified theories all ranges collapse into one large range. This is the subject of the next theorem. the theory I has exactly one F-expansion and for all these logics P, P-expansiotzs of I coincide. Since Lp, +~-p, E 1~, we obtain that Iq RS4F VP, *LPl~2.
Clearly, 14 E~dF Lp, +~+ p,: hence, by schema T, we obtain that Ib I-s4~7pL *P,.
Consequently, 11 + s~~p, for each i = 1,2, . . . . Thus, @ = @is S4F-admissible for lJ and TI,,~= -E({p,: i = 1,2,. . .}) is an S4F-expansion for lJ (in fact, the only one).
Next, we prove that 0 is not S4-admissible for 14. Consider the S4-model 
We proceed by induction on the depth m(q) of nesting of L in q. The claim is evident if m(q) = O, that is, when q = S. Let n > 0 and assume that (6) 
for each j, 1 s j <1. It is well-known that is a theorem of K. Thus, it follows from (8)- (10) Let S c S5 be a modal logic contained in KD45 or in SW5. In particular, our claim implies that ti#'*, at] 1= 1. In addition, if~E T, then X*, a,, 1= 1 L+. Thus, M"* I==1 U {~L~:~G T}. Since .ZI* is a model for Y and T is an S-expansion for I, .%'* > T. Hence /zY*, aO + q. Since p is objective, it is an I-formula and, using the claim again, we get .1', a % p. u
To prove the next theorem, we need some auxiliary lemmas. First, we recall a lemma proven in [30]. Let Y G S4F and let T be an P-expansion for I. Define T = T f' IL and @ = II \~. Then @ is S5-admissiblefor I.
PROOF.
For each modal logic~g S4F an~-expansion for 1 is an S4F-expansion for 1. Thus, it suffices to prove the lemma for~= S4F. To this end, We proceed by induction on the complexity of~. The only nontrivial part of the proof is in the induction step when * is of the form Lq.
We describe the argument for this case only. Other details are omitted. Assume first that .#, a != Lrl. Then for each y = Ml U A42 such that a R y, In this latter case, since T is consistent and stable, it follows that La = W. Thus, in both cases the induction hypothesis applies to a and we obtain that 1 U 1 @ t-~a. Consequently, 1 U m @ E~La.
Otherwise, if y is not derived by an application of necessitation, it follows that 1 U T L~U X + -y, where X is the set of all modal atoms La that appear in the proof P and were derived by necessitation. Since {y}~c 1~, it follows that 1 U~@ U (X n 1~) t---y. Clearly, for each atom La = x, La E T. Thus, X n 1~g T. Since each a such that La c X n 1~has a shorter proof than y, it follows by the induction hypothesis that I u 1 @ +~a, for La e X n IL. Consequently, Since T is stable, q = T if and only if L q E T. It easily follows by induction on the modal depth of the formula that for each 1-formula P, W'(P) = V( P). Since {c( q): q = 1} is consistent, there is a valuation W' such that W(c( q)) = 1 for each p E 1. Define a valuation U as follows: For a propositional variable Thus, we have proved that for each I-formula q and for each~= N,
